Gene variants of unknown clinical significance in Lynch syndrome. An introduction for clinicians.
Clinicians referring patients for genetic testing for Lynch syndrome will sooner or later receive results for DNA Mismatch Repair (MMR) genes reporting DNA changes that are unclear from a clinical point of view. These changes are referred to as variants of unknown, or unclear, clinical significance (VUS). In contrast to clearly pathogenic mutations, VUS do not firmly diagnose Lynch syndrome at the molecular level and cannot be used to identify with certainty any of the patients' asymptomatic relatives as Lynch syndrome mutation carriers. The International database that collects MMR gene variants ( www.insight-group.org/mutations ) already lists more than 1,000 different VUSs and these variants are likely the tip of the iceberg. This paper aims at introducing non-geneticist clinicians to the topic of clinical MMR gene variant interpretation. Many lines of evidence are being used to classify VUS. Some are already familiar to clinicians and others may be less familiar but are expected to become important in clinical genetics in the coming years. Clinicians can play an important role in collecting the data needed to interpret the MMR variants detected in their patients.